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Welcome to another edition of your Newsletter; if it seems a bit “bitty” my apologies but it’s that time of 
the year when everything seems to be crying out for attention, including visits to family members that 
haven’t been seen for nearly 18-months. So, for my part this issue has been a bit of a scramble, largely 
offset by Gerald’s ability to turn out “silk purses”!

If you have recently glanced at the online “ads” from US suppliers there are a number of interesting 
models on offer; when I say on offer, I mean in a pre-order kind of way - I’m still awaiting a couple of 
models “pre-ordered” as long ago as early 2018! That said a 4-6-4 Hudson and USRA0-6-0 switcher from 
Bachmann and a GE U25B from Rapido, all with sound should whet someone’s appetite? Finally, just 
shipped from BLI a highly detailed P4 GP20.

Not much to report on the 12” to 1ft scale except that the tussle between CP and CN for control of KCS 
has every potential for getting dirty – we can be certain of one thing, whatever the outcome there will be 
some pretty rich lawyers after the smoke clears. 
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https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/


Talking of smoke, I’ve just had a daytime 
photo from a buddy in Moscow ID – grim, 
eh? It was the same during our last visit 
(2018), no complaints about wearing masks 
then!
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Chairman’s Musings

Our friend Ivan Markes who has done an excellent job as Treasurer needs to lighten his load as he has 
much pain resulting from previous back problems. He, and I would like to see a colleague come forwards 
to act as assistant to Ivan, with a view to taking over when ready. The volunteer would be able to attend 
our Executive meetings in order to get the feel of things, but in a non-voting capacity until Ivan stepped 
back. Please consider this carefully and if you are interested contact Ivan or myself in order to make 
arrangements.
Subject to Covid 19 restrictions please take note that we intend to resume our Saturday meets on 
September 11th, which would be our usual date in September. There are several things to finalise 
including the arrangements inside, do we wear masks or not? What do the rules say? Will fish and chips 
be available? I will get further details, talk to the EC members and report further in the next issue.

 Most of you have kindly told me your vaccination status, thanks very much, but if it is not known We 
may be unable to admit you to Bearwood, and your journey would have been wasted! Please remember 
that. 

 On a happier note, I have arranged for a trader, Keith Orchard of Anglo-American models to attend our 
October meet. I hope we can make his attendance a regular feature. He has a website, and advertises in 
each issue of Roundhouse (another good reason to take it!)
Stewart Hook left a box in the store in March last year, and has asked when he can reclaim it. September 
meeting is the answer I gave him. I seem to remember there were a few other things left, so you left 
anything please reclaim it in September. 

Off to Benson (Oxford) Saturday, if deadlines allow a few photos will be included. 
Happy modelling and see you all in September? Roger
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Model train flatbed load

Here’s another of my FREELOADS for flat wagons – and I think my favourite. I’ve been storing the tops 
from washing-up liquid bottles for a while – convinced that one day they would appear on my layout. 
Stuck a couple together and lo and behold.

After you have cut off the tagged, press-in tops (which you keep!) it’s important that you match the 
halves up perfectly – then you’ll notice that you have a natural, free-standing base. Glue with superglue – 
works fine with these polythene bits and pieces.

Once painted, you could stick them straight onto the wagons – but I don’t like using glue on trucks – so I 
made bases for them, attached them to the bases with glue and thread – then used tiny blobs of Bluetack 
to secure the whole thing to the rolling stock.

Checked it out – and once loaded they fall just short of the height of an OO scale coach – so they’ll pass 
through tunnels – and probably okay for HO too. And they’re exactly the right width.

Please don’t ask what they represent! Got the idea from old photos of similar looking loads which I’m 
sure nobody but the manufacturer could identify. Point is – they look great.

Best wishes to you and all out there.

Roger (not ours!)
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Wiltshire's recycled railway sleepers a UK first?
Published 27 June - Share

IMAGE COPYRIGHT PA MEDIA - 
The new sleepers made from recycled 
materials do not split, rot or degrade
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Railway sleepers made of recycled bottles, food packaging and unwanted plastics have been installed 
on a mainline railway for the first time. Network Rail said the use of the new materials in Wiltshire will 
help it to become carbon negative by 2050. The government has praised the sleeper scheme for its 
sustainability. The new railway sleepers are designed to be used for 50 years as they do not split, rot or 
degrade, and can resist water, oil, chemicals and fungi. They were recently installed across Sherrington 
Viaduct, between Salisbury and Warminster.
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Government rail minister Chris Heaton-Harris said: "I am proud to see such a positive innovation being 
used for the first time on the mainline railway. "Not only are these sleepers made from locally-sourced 
plastic waste, they need less maintenance and will last longer, underlining our commitment to create a 
greener, cleaner and more efficient rail network." Network Rail's Wessex route director Mark Killick said: 
"Use of these recycled sleepers on the Network Rail Wessex route is a first for the overground railway 
network in Britain." The composite version will have a longer service life and reduced maintenance, 
Network Rail said.

Nice to see the full-sized railways following in the steps of Peco et al; what next -Flexitrack? (Ed)

Update on my World

Thanks for publishing my last missive. My only other claim to fame was a letter in Bike Magazine, for 
which i received a set of Michelin Tyres, a letter in the Western Gazette and a letter in the Guardian many, 
many years ago. So, now I am at stage 3 with the current layout - if there are any stages? The electrics are 
completed the scenery is done other than a few trees and there are a few animals prowling or grazing but 
no homo sapiens as yet. 

This has raised a couple of issues. I have never liked the way figures are frozen in time, such as playing 
Tennis, running or walking around. It is like a photograph was taken and everyone is still other than the 
locomotives which are in transit. Standing, sitting, laying down is fine, but caught in time running, NO! 
The other issue I have is the viewing angle or height of the layout. If I was watching actual railway 
activity I would either be at eye level, 6 feet or thereabouts or from a vantage point which would probably 
be no more than 30’ from a bridge or more if you had a mountain view point or a helicopter. As far as I 
know the plains of America are pretty flat & do not have that many road bridges, hills or promontory 
viewpoints.
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As is East Croydon although there are plenty of Office Blocks or the South of France along the coastal 
route. With that in mind I have designed the current layout to be viewed at a standing level which helps 
disguise the essential but undesirable non scale bends in the track & provides a scenic break. Equally 
important is the way that trains run through scenery, trees and buildings which adds to the effect of rail 
fanning in the real world. My last layout in 1989 was a SR (BR) locomotive depot a la 9 Elms. Everyone 
said it was depressing and run down, so I obviously succeeded in my objective! This time I wanted a riot of 
colour, trees, palms, plants and greenery, something that was vibrant, cheerful and alive. I think that I have 
succeeded in this which is supplemented by the SP 4884 & associated coaches and the brilliant yellow UP 
coaches. There are also the multiple Athearn Box Cars bought very cheaply which provide interest and 
colour to the scene. The SNCF, NORD locos look very well against this backdrop! Where now? A few 
people sitting or standing will be good. The new Roco 231E40 is a must. A Royal Scot - Rivarossi, would 
be nice, on tour from across the pond, but DCC conversion is too much of a problem. As I have written 
before, this is my world and I am happy with it. 

Tim Richards
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Photo France-USA

A couple more which shows off l’elegance de la Francais and the sheer bulk of the US locomotives.
Things I wish I had done 3 years ago………… make the back scene higher!!!
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Gaugemaster OO

I've been keeping an eye on the Gaugemaster Fordhampton buildings kit range, which were originally I 
think Hornby or Peco OO kits of British prototypes. 

GM Structures - OO Building Kits (gaugemasterretail.com)

In recent months the range has expanded rapidly with dozens of new additions in the range some of which 
seemed vaguely familiar. And then amongst them I found three old friends; kits of airfield buildings, 
structures and aircraft including 

Fordhampton Airfield Terminal Kit-Gaugemaster-GM444 (gaugemasterretail.com)

When I bought this many years ago it had a Walthers label, was sold as HO and was made in Denmark. I 
suspect that many of the more recent additions that are not of uniquely British prototypes are bought-in 
European HO kits also sold in some cases by Walthers as American items - worth a look?

John Levesley
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Mystery railroad girder bridge
(Once again – thanks to Alastair Lee)

“I like a few visual jokes on my layout and I’ve just constructed this unusual girder bridge. Cost me nothing at all – just 
a coat of paint. Got to add some detail, re-paint, weather it and give it rust – but it looks surprisingly good in situ. In 
theory you could build a three-metre bridge for no cost – but you’d have to shave five times a day.

Used superglue – poly-cement doesn’t like the chilled food packaging – which incidentally I use for hundreds of things 
– free plastic sheeting – strong and flexible – and the clear variety is great for glazing which I’m sure everyone has 
discovered.

Think I’ve cut the cross-members too thick so I’ll whip them off and create a more intricate design. I know there are 
much cleverer folks than me out there so it would be interesting to see what they can come up with using these things. 
They’re much too interesting to waste – and everything made of plastic goes in my box!

Roger.” (I repeat - not ours!)
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Al Capone in Dorset?

Ok so they don’t run on rails and they aren’t Packards or 
Buicks but I bet a dollar to a dime that some of our members 
might be mature enough to remember these on the road (my 
grandfather had a black saloon model! – Ed)
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How to keep long trains on the tracks

Here’s another clever idea from Alastair Lee’s files of hobbyist’s suggestions:
“Hi Al,

I imagine several people have problems (especially in N Scale) getting longer trains on the track. The 
worst for me is a 10 car TGV that simply refuses to keep the wheels I’ve already managed to get right on 
the track whilst I sort out the rest.

I’ve found a solution. In my favourite train shop in Zurich (Züri-Tech) there is an extensive 
second-hand/pre-owned section and I found a few pieces of Trix part number 4974 (see picture A) for 1 
Swiss Franc each (about 75p).

As you can see, they taper down from a thickness of about 4mm in the centre to 1mm at the edges. Their 
real use is as re-railers but my problem was getting the train on the track to start off with.

It occurred to me that with a bit of modification (see picture B) I could put one of these at the end 
of a siding. Then, once the power car was on the track, I’d let it haul the rest of the rake on.

Picture A
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Picture B

It works! As the engine draws forward (you have to keep the speed down, and it helps if you line things 
up as well as possible) the remaining coaches and trailing car are guided onto the rails. Now, after 
months of cursing I can get the TGV, Thalys, ICE, Ave, and just about anything else on the rails in 
seconds.

Best regards,
Paul

Coming up in the next issue?

What are the guys up to? All will be explained 
next month.
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FRED

Competition Time?
Results to be published in issue #110 – only one entry to date – surely not!

Latest Trader’s News.
Model Junction (Slough) has announced that their date of closure is now delayed until 
30th September. Although stocks are now very limited there are still a few interesting 
items to be had, including some new locos. As a result of their impending demise, I have 
started to use MechModels of Burton upon Trent for my scratch-building requirements 
and received an excellent and prompt service – don’t miss their ads in Roundhouse.

Stop Press!

Views from “Not Benson” take by our illustrious Chairman (I nearly typed chaise longue – what was I 
thinking?) Perhaps he might be persuaded to give us a potted history of the event next month?
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Bearwood Local #109.
Here we are In a typical British Summer.
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